ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19
A pleasant evening to one and all congregated here.
Notable Chief Guest of the day Mr.Ramesh Payyannur, Respected
Chairman Mr.Habib Mundol, PTC President Mr.Haridasan, members
of Scholars Family, Guests and my dear Scholars, I am very happy to
present you the synopsis of the Annual Report of the Academic year
2018-19.
 As quoted by Jean Piaget, “The goal of education is not to
increase the amount of knowledge, but to create the possibilities
for a child to invent and discover, to create men who are capable
of doing new things.”

Let us have journey to through the

memorable events of 2018.
 The challenging task of every educational institution is to impart
the optimum to its learners through all its unique ideation and
ventures. At scholars, its members operate day in and out, paying
heed to the minutest yearning desire and aspirations of our young
aspiring students and tap their dormant skills for a promising
tomorrow. Apart from scholastic, at scholars, students are driven
towards plentiful openings, so as to unveil their skills and
aptitude, and moreover expunge their hidden inhibitions and
apprehensions.
 Throughout this academic year the school has undertaken major
events and programmes to promote students vent their energy
and manifest competitive spirit, thereby

instilling in them

unbeatable confidence and optimism. Our school Chairman Mr.
Habib Mundol, the torchbearer of the institution- is known for
his arduous involvement behind actualizing his mission and vision.
The school functions along the goals and objectives formulated
and devised by him and in the long run would unceasingly work to
reach lofty heights.
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 Let me joyously declare that this year, Scholars has amassed
several awards, citations, certificates, medals and trophies for
its remarkable feats in multifarious activities both within and
outside the school. Over the months, our young prodigies bagged
accolades and coveted awards from notable personalities, thereby
bringing immense glory to our school.
 A lot of competitive events marked the highlights of the year,
rendering our students with a forum to partake and reach great
heights. Students actively enrolled themselves in a series of
contests under the constant and concerted aid of their teachers
and of course parents. The school also takes pride in stating
about its active involvement in all important events, in particular
significant moments related to the UAE and its history. Teachers
at Scholars were also sensitized to the requisites of the current
system

of

education

through

enlightening

workshops

and

symposiums. Workshops were also promoted within the school as a
part of teacher guidance programme.
 On the whole the school’s remarkable feats has brought great
laurels to the institution, and of course the credit goes to our
visionary leader – Mr Habib Mundol, the office bearers, teaching
staff and ancillary staff for their strenuous and unstinted
support. I request all members of the Scholars family present
here, to log in to the Scholars school site for further details of
2018-19 Scholastic and Co –scholastic ventures and events.
 We wish you all in advance a Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year
2019.
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Its dominant to understand that a ‘school is a community of
collaborative learners’, where the paramount end of education is to
assist and facilitate children throughout their learning period, so
that they blossom into aspiring citizens and strive to pursue their
goals, facing untoward trials and tribulations. Scholars Indian School
runs on the fundamental idea of imparting sound and quality
education, catering and paying heed to each and every pupil’s need.
The school envisions to be one of the finest centers of education in
all aspects and ventures into tasks for our children to create a
promising future.
The school chairman Mr. Habib Mundol- the backbone of the school,
moils through all possible ways to foster his students with the best
openings both within and outside the school premises.

His single

minded approach and perspective towards education has fruitfully
showered

immense fame to the school both in and around the

emirate. Owing to his prudent and limitless involvement, the school
still persists to receive adulations and coveted accolades – thereby
enhancing its reputation year after year.

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
 WORKSHOPS & TRAINING :
A series of workshops were conducted for teachers and the
Principal at Rasal Khaimah, Sharjah and Dubai on crucial
aspects

like

adolescents,

learning

disability,

childhood

disorder, individual behavior and leadership. The workshops
were well premeditated by efficient team members, who
sensitized our teachers with the current encounters and
eventualities that our children of today face, in terms of
behavioral problems, teacher learner bond, socializing among
peers, bond with parents at home, moral education and so on.
Symposiums were held on ‘Teacher Empowerment Programme’
in Dubai; briefing teachers on various competitive exams like
PISA; workshops on acclimatizing teachers to the 2018-19
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evaluation by the MOE which got recently concluded with a
positive outcome; workshops on effective strategies on
devising lesson plans and how to intersperse one’s classes with
effective activities, thereby eroding the traditional teacher
dominating classrooms.
 Apart from teaching faculties, students were also rendered
with a counseling session on how to prepare themselves for
school based exams and of course Board Exams, moreover
asking them to allocate substantial time for rigorous and
systematic learning. Our students bagged 100 percent result in
both X and XII CBSE BOARD EXAM.
 Students are also drilled at regular intervals with measures to
be adopted in case an emergency arises owing to a sudden
break out of fire. Students are monitored and strictly guided
to evade injuries and evacuate to a safer place without any
turmoil.
COMMEMORATION OF SPECIAL EVENTS:
 Scholars also held a grand K.G. Graduation day rendering a
genial welcome to the dazzling buds of tomorrow. Through
such ceremonious occasions – we enable our tiny tots and their
parents familiarize themselves to the congenial atmosphere of
the school and its members.
 School Parliament election was also held to get the school
prefects appointed for a fruitful and smooth move of the
activities of the current academic year, followed by a grand
installation ceremony, welcoming the newly chosen in-charges
to take over, with immense responsibilities.
 Scholars also actively indulged in merging some significant
events with its functioning, a few to name check like World
Health Day, Earth Day, Environment Day, International Yoga
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Day, Bio-diversity Day and so on. All these days were
eventfully conducted with the sole intention to sensitize
students to the essence of each fundamental event and evolve
activities oriented towards making the days purposeful and
impactful.
 A special book fair was also held to expand the reading habit
of our students during the ‘Islamic Week’. Varieties of books
were on sale for students to broaden their vision. ‘Sharjah
Book Fair’ was also an opening to our aspiring students, as it
provided them with great impetus to take over books of their
choice and also function as spontaneous News Readers,
thereby boosting their confidence and eloquence.
 Malayalam Sauhrada Programme was also held with great pomp
and joy in the august presence of Sree Rajiv Cherai as the
Chief

Guest.

The

programme

showcased

an

array

of

performances placing thrust on the unique culture of God’s
Own Country-Kerala.

SCHOOL INSPECTION
 Scholars is proud to announce about the one day elaborate
inspection held in school and its aftermath.

A team of

evaluators had an exposure to all our internal and external
activities and accordingly rated us with remarkable results.
Several classes were monitored and thereby applauded for
catering to the educational need of the hour. The team was
highly content to know about the inclusion of National Agenda
Policy (NAP) in the school curriculum and teacher’s lesson
plans and how it got skillfully imparted to students through
the course of teaching. A series of other inspections were also
carried

out

by

the

MOE

probing

into

the

school

infrastructure , its clinic, canteen, teachers approval status
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and other related details, scholastic and co scholastic files
etc.
 Scholars also celebrated its on stage and off stage Youth
Festival with great zeal and vigour, bringing forth students
with their inherent skills and talents to a competitive platform.
The contenders tried their optimum to compete and bring out
their best to the audience. On the whole Scholars Youth
Festival was a grand success.
 Students of grade 8 also participated in a procession at
Corniche rallying for TOLERANCE . Our students actively
participated in a long procession, lobbying for outright
tolerance and Scholars was proud to be a part of the same.
“Winners never quit and quitters never win”
 Annual Sports Day was also an event that Scholars undertook
with

great

vitality.

This

year’s

sports

day

enthralled

spectators with the vivacious performances of our studentsthat ranged from group events to individuals, solely contending
to supersede their competitors. On the whole our sports day
was highly eventful.
 Apart from sports Scholars also furnished its students with
opportunities to play indoor Cricket held at AURAK and Squash
for which we had Manthan Panday of Grade 6 bagging 2018’s
Squash Championship.
 Its indeed my pleasure to bring to your knowledge that
Scholars has perpetually undertaken noble causes for the
general welfare of the society, environment etc. Ninan Aju
Philip the ‘Green Ambassador’ of the school has ardently
worked behind ‘Prudent Waste Management’ and has received
great appreciation for his meritorious contributions.
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 ‘Houbara Bustard Conservation’ is yet another challenging
venture of our school, that aims at disseminating the idea of
‘Conserving’ this migratory species and rendering support to
the UAE in its awareness programme on a regional basis. Our
sports day of the current year also highlighted this noble
cause through a brief display. Scholars clubs have also taken
initiatives to come up with innovative and unique activities and
projects on the idea of conserving the Houbara Bustard.
 Scholars has also enrolled itself in the ‘Green School’ contest
and is expected to schedule its programme in relation to the
contest after we start afresh in the month of January.
ACCOLADES AND RECIPIENTS:
Our young prodigies also bagged loads of prizes for their
considerable achievements in competitive activities and events.
To

enumerate

:

Our

students

won

prizes

in

Painting

Competition conducted by the Julphar club with students
securing first and second prizes; first position in Ignited Mind
at the regional level by Master Aqib of Grade 4; third place in
swimming, Miss Grace Theresa Shaju of Grade 9- the third
place recipient of Sheikha Lathifa

Award for her artistic

creation; Hannah Joe Ann of Grade 7 – the third place
recipient in Pencil Drawing and Acrylic Painting, Miss Vaishnavi
K.Nair of Gr.V has bagged prizes in the Asianet You Fest at
the UAE level.
Our scholars also brought immense kudos by securing as many
as eleven prizes in the Drawing and Painting Competition held
at Kerala Samajam, Ras Al Khaimah. Bhavika and Fathima of
Grade 8 & 9 respectively got their creativity published under
‘Students Corner’ in the Gulf News . At the Hindi Utsav Zonal
level competition our scholars bagged 12 prizes in various
events held. Miss. Aditya Sasikumar of 11 Science grabbed the
privilege to present his poem at a special Poetic Contest held in
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Dubai. Miss Ria Rahman of 12 Science topped with remarkable
scores in the Shastra Prathiba Exam. Master Ninan Aju Philip
of Grade 9 received a participation certificate for his zealous
involvement in ‘Waste Management Programme’, which was
bestowed as a part of the Hamdan Award.

Prof.M.Abubaker
Principal
Dec.13, 2018
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